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ABStrACt
In the war, military conflicts have many aspects that are consistent with complexity theory e.g., the higher 
commander’s decision is directed at animate entity that react under hierarchical and self-organised structure 
in decentralised command and control for the collectivist dynamism of decomposed elements due to nonlinear 
complexity of warfare on the battlefield. Agent technology have been found to be suitable for modelling tactical 
behaviour of entities at multiple level of resolution under hierarchical command and control (C2) structure and 
provide a powerful abstraction mechanism required for designing simulations of complex and dynamic battlefield 
situations. Intelligent agents can potentially reduce the overhead on such experiments and studies. Command agents, 
plan how to carry out the operation and assign tasks to subordinate agents. They receive information from battlefield 
environment and use such information to build situation awareness and also to respond to unforeseen situations. 
In the paper, we have proposed a mechanism for modelling tactical behaviour of an intelligent agent by which 
higher command level entities should be able to synthesize their beliefs derived from the lower level sub ordinates 
entities. This paper presents a role-based belief, desire and intention mechanism to facilitate in the representation 
of military hierarchy, modelling of tactical behaviour based on agent current belief, teammate’s belief propagation, 
and coordination issues. Higher commander can view the battlefield information at different levels of abstraction 
based on concept of aggregation and disaggregation and take appropriate reactive response to any unforeseen 
circumstances happening in battlefield.
Keywords: C2 structure; Intelligent agents; Aggregation and disaggregation; Command agent; Team-Oriented 
programming; Belief propagation
1. IntroDuCtIon
Realistic and cost effective combat modelling and 
simulations are having emerging needs of military decision 
makers for planning, training, analysis and solving sponsor’s 
problem. In the recent past, there has been an increasing interest 
in applying evolutionary techniques and technologies of agent 
based molding and simulation (ABSM) for representing human 
operational reasoning in military simulation. Some earlier 
applications of ABSM1,2 of representing military reasoning have 
proved to be very useful, because of the capability of intelligent 
agents to define and represent human operational reasoning at 
all level of military C2 structure and architectural advantage 
of agent technology. This has prompted the development of 
realistic and cost effective synthetic combat environments 
to model the complex behaviour of a combatant (considered 
as combat entity) in the simulation of combat scenario. It is 
important to model team behaviour where large number of 
combat entities are participating in interaction to coordinate 
joint activities of offensive and defensive operations as per the 
higher commander’s mission. These complex aspects of team 
behaviour of military forces are required to be represented and 
implemented through ABMS for experimentation and analysis 
of team performance at all levels of aggregation under C2 
hierarchy of military organisation.
Cohen & Levesque17 in their work applied coordinated 
group action in multi-agent systems (MAS). Joint Intentions 
theory, provides a framework within which agents groups can 
hold joint goals and execute mutual actions. Joint Intentions 
also describes the cases where some form of communication is 
necessary to ensure coherent state of agents joint coordinated18 
actions. Jennings20 describes the importance of commitments 
and conventions in co-ordination schemes. Commitments 
are made by agents to perform certain joint actions and 
they agree on a set of conventions on how to monitor their 
commitments in order to achieve the objective. Tambe21 in his 
work successfully applied the ideas from Joint Intentions to 
improve the team behaviour of attack helicopters . In our study 
we have used Joint Intentions to determine when agents need 
to send messages and when to wait for other agents to complete 
their task(s) before continuing with the next task. 
Beliefs, desires and intentions (BDI) agent model 
framework14,15,19 supports, dynamic decision making at each 
command agent level based on propagated belief from its 
subordinate teams to its higher command agent team. The role 
of higher command agent team is to generate plans and course 
of actions and then propagate the same to its subordinate 
command agents. Horn22 work supports group behaviour 
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among team agents using a framework based on multi agent 
system. In our previous work23,24 we have demonstrates the 
team-behaviour of  armoured tank troops in a tactical  armour 
masking scenario using intelligent agent modelling.
The main objective of this study is, how an intelligent 
agent can perform the behaviour of a combatant as ‘Command 
Agent’, whose role and C23-5 responsibilities whilst maintaining 
communication with the higher commanders under hierarchical 
structure in the battlefield. In a dynamically changing 
environment, command agents that monitor the battle space and 
facilitate subordinate agents in providing relevant information, 
which enables the achievement of a greater degree of situational 
awareness for the entire network. As a proof of concept, we 
have developed high-level agents6-7 to demonstrate the tactical 
and combat decision making behaviour in the simulation of a 
tactical operation. In this scenario, we have considered higher 
command agent and modelled teams of agents and implemented 
their interactions with coordinated team behaviour down to 
lowest entity in the C2 hierarchy using JACk Teams11-13. JACk 
teams is an extension to JACkTM intelligent agents8-10, which 
is a powerful team oriented programming tool for developing 
agent based simulation. 
This paper initially describes the concept of command 
agent modelling and then architecture adopted for the 
implementation of command agent and its capabilities. We have 
also proposed a concept of modelling C2 and decision making 
of the command agents (aggregated at level of Companies 
of Infantry Battalion), abstracted in the C2 hierarchy and 
demonstrated the experimental results for command agents in 
the simulation of tactical operation up to single combatant (i.e., 
soldier), using JACk Teams. 
2. CoMMAnD Agent vs CoMBAtAnt Agent
As per C2 structure of military hierarchy as depicted in 
fig. 1, entities at each level of hierarchy in multiple resolution 
modelling and simulation, Commander at each aggregated 
level of hierarchy, known as ‘Command Agent’, generates 
tactical operation plans as per intend of superior commander. 
each plan includes courses of actions (COA). The modelling 
of command agent requires a well-structured protocols, which 
allow an effective communication with superiors command 
agents at the same time managing the ground troops actions 
(handling enemy detection, engagements, mine cross options) 
and monitoring the activities of opposition forces. generally, 
in such situation, a combatant develops belief towards his 
teammate as per actions of events under critical situation. 
Intention for team actions generated based on the propagated 
desire of higher commander. This belief propagation 
mechanism can be implemented as per role-based BDI14,15 
framework and can also be observed by command agents 
at desired level of C2 hierarchy. The mechanism facilitates 
the representation of role-based BDI based on agent current 
belief, teammate’s belief propagation, and cooperation and 
communication issues.
Besides consideration of command agents at all aggregated 
levels of C2 hierarchy, aspects of a combatant (soldier) as 
an intelligent agent is illustrated in fig. 1, which depicts the 
behaviour of a combatant in a battlefield. The soldier has a 
set of relevant plans and battlefield events. He also gathers 
dynamic information during interaction with other battlefield 
entities to communicate the higher command agent.
3. CoMMAnD Agent MoDellIng for 
MIlItAry SIMulAtIon
Command agents modelling for the development of 
military tactical simulation, includes the following aspects: 
3.1 Command Agent Processing Mechanism and 
Architecture
As we have discussed above that each command agent is 
a representative of team of soldiers which provides workload 
sharing mechanism and serves to encapsulate coordination 
activity within team. each of the team of command agent 
type will follow observe, orient, decide and act (OODA) loop 
for belief propagation to next higher level command agents 
as shown in fig. 2. Command agent (CA) in the simulation 
environment is represented at both the upper level and lower 
level. But human players (i.e., observers) are always at the 
figure 1. tactical behaviour of a combatant under C2 hierarchy structure.
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upper levels and simulation entities at lower level. In the basic 
command agent architecture4 as suggested in the literature and 
depicted in fig. 3, Level-1 may contain command agents or 
simulation entities and Level+1 may contain command agents 
or human players. The key capabilities (i.e., reporting for 
action, planning for action, control for action) of command 
agent operate on a shared belief structure4,2 that contains 
the current beliefs of command agent’s (CA) regarding t 
he world. 
The planning-for-action capability allows the command 
agents to take a command from the level above and by using 
the appropriate military doctrine, generates commands for the 
entities under its direct control. The progress of the resulting 
action is then monitored by the control-of-action capability. The 
reporting-on-action capability provides information back to the 
command level. The content of reporting information is derived 
from messages provided by the subordinate entities at multiple 
levels of resolution using aggregation and disaggregation 
process in multi-resolution simulation environment. 
3.2  team Aspects of Command Agent 
Team oriented modelling provides workload sharing 
mechanism and serves to encapsulate coordination activity 
within team. each subordinate team member are assigned 
a particular Role. These Roles are assigned during the team 
formation time. each sub ordinate team member coordinates 
with other team member (at same level) to fulfill the main 
objectives assigned by its superior team member. Sub ordinate 
team member also perform their local objective, while they 
accomplish their main objective given by superior command 
agent entities. The command agents at each subordinate level 
(i.e., aggregated entity) are modelled for down the command 
and control military hierarchy.
Combatant agents are considered at bottom of the hierarchy 
as dispatcher agent to their next team command agents. Teams 
can be abstracted (at any aggregated level) and created in any 
combination for desired level of C2 structure, where each 
level is encapsulated within the next level and so on. In multi-
resolution environment, the team encapsulates individual share 
of contribution by the process of aggregation, where an agent 
extends by associating tasks with roles as distinct entity through 
the process of disaggregation. Role of individual team is also 
very important. Role defines a relationship between teams and 
provides facility to play individual share of tasks.
4. tACtICAl SCenArIo
To model the functionality and capability of the command 
agent at each aggregation level of C2 hierarchy, commander 
at higher level (e.g., at Infantry Battalion Commander level) 
is considered as superior Command Agent, which produces a 
plan and course of actions (COA) for his command agents (of 
subordinate entities in the C2 Hierarchy) to carry out the attack 
in four sub-activities, namely move towards objective in given 
battle formation, respond to minefield and enemy opposition, 
assault and capture, and communicate to respective command 
agent. In the scenario as depicted below in fig. 4, Company in 
the Battalion organisation consists of three to four platoons. 
Each platoon in turn comprises of three to four sections, each 
of the section has ten to twelve soldiers. Command agent at 
company level prepares plans, defines objectives, routes, 
form-up positions and also coordinates for assault and fire 
support from firebase for subordinate subunits. further next 
subordinate command agents down to Section will monitor the 
status of its own soldiers in terms current location, whether 
encountered obstacle (e.g., minefield) and casualties due 
to enemy opposition and also respond to situations as per 
battlefield environment.
figure 3. Command agent architecture.
figure 2. CA belief propagation through ooDA.
figure 4. Platoon of infantry company attack to capture enemy 
position.
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Main team/
Agent
Sub team/
Agent
roles responding 
events
Plans/Intentions
(event handlers)
Team Controller 
(Coy)
Platoon1_team 
Platoon2_team
Platoon3_team
Asslt_pl_ ROLe
Coor_Pl_ ROLE 
Coor_Pl_ROLE
asslt_event
coordinate_event
coordinate_event
Asslt_plan
coordinate_plan
coordinate_plan
Team Controller 
(platoon)
Sec1_team 
Sec2_team
Sec3_team
Sec1_ ROLE
Sec2_ ROLE 
Sec3_ROLE
move_event
move_event
move_event
move_plan
move_plan
move_plan
Team Controller 
(Section)
Soldier1
:
Soldier N
- move_event
fire_event
avoid_obs_event
patrol event
move_plan
fire plan
avoid_obs_plan
petrol plan
Agent (Soldier) - - move_event
avoid_obs_event
patrol event
fire_event
move_plan
avoid_obs_plan
petrol plan
fire plan
table 1. teams / Agent and their roles, events and plans
5.  DeSIgn PArADIgM of CoMMAnD Agent 
for the tACtICAl SCenArIo 
In the above scenario of attack operation, it is important 
to include the C2 process to achieve a realistic simulation of 
an entity behaviour. Inspired by various aspects of complexity 
theory, we have developed a representation of C2 based on 
a decentralised system of interacting intelligent command 
agents. 
In figure 5, three layers from level 2 to level 0, are 
considered to model command agents at each levels under C2 
hierarchy. it is assumed that, higher command agent CA1 (at 
level 2) of company (coy) team consists of three subordinate 
level command agents i.e., CA11,CA12 and CA13 (at level 1) 
of platoon (pL) teams. each pL team command agents from 
CA11 to CA13 has next subordinate level command agents i.e., 
CA111 to CA113, CA121 to CA123 and CA131 to CA133 (at 
Level 0) of section (Sec Team). each bottom level command 
agent further consists of dispatcher agents (soldier). Orders and 
reports are exchanged between higher CA to its subordinate 
CAs, through dispatcher via bi-directional links. To implement 
the behaviour of each command agent, the tasks of lower 
resolution entity (aggregated level) is decomposed into smaller 
and manageable tasks at respective higher resolution entities 
(disaggregated level). Team controller assigns these sub-tasks 
to individual teams capable of performing their roles. 
To model and simulate the scenario using team-oriented 
concepts, first key abstractions have to be identified, which 
enables us to understand the clear structure of the team. 
Roles and responsibilities of the team members are defined, 
once the team is formed. from the infantry attack scenario, 
we can clearly identify the team controller as the Company 
Commander, whose top-level goal is to move towards the 
assigned objective without any enemy interference. It is 
obvious that Coy team controller required three sub teams, 
namely: Platoon1_team, Platoon2_team and Platoon3_team23, 
each performing its specific assigned role (assault/coordinating 
role) by executing the appropriate plans. 
for example, the first platoon takes the 
role of Assault, while remaining two are 
assigned to do the role of coordinating 
with assault platoon team. each assigned 
Role defines a set of events, associated 
plans and data set (world belief) that 
a entity can use at a time. using these 
event defined by assigned role, entity 
can represent different behaviour in the 
battlefield.
All platoon and section team will carry 
out movement, detection and engagement 
etc., by having plans for detecting enemy 
and fire on it and then informing status 
to superior team controller (Company 
Commander). Whenever the assault 
platoon casualties reach below threshold 
limit of the combat strength, then one of 
the remaining platoon team whose morale 
is high will take the role of assault. Table 
1 describes the roles, responding events 
and the corresponding plans for this scenario.
each platoon teams is further divided into three sections 
namely Sec1, Sec2, and Sec3 for performing the role of assault 
and coordinate role. The section team in turn consists of (1..n) 
soldier agents (non-team agent). We have identified two types 
of agents in this scenario namely the team agents (depicting 
coy/platoon and section) and soldier agents. These team agents 
have all the capabilities of agents and also encapsulate team 
behaviour. The soldier agents have been modeled to carry out 
tactical behaviour like movement along a route, avoid obstacle, 
patrol, fire and engage the enemy etc. A team controller (which 
is representing the Company Team)23 and three sub-teams are 
involved. The team controller is also called the ‘role tenderer’. 
Team controller composed of sub-teams that perform desired 
figure 5. Implemented command agent architecture
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roles on its behalf. The sub team performing roles for team 
controller are called ‘role performer’. Role is a behaviour that 
the ‘role tenderer’ may request the ‘role performer’ to achieve. 
each role represents a unique behaviour of a team member 
(sub-team) participating in a particular tactical battlefield 
operation. 
6.  BelIef ProPAgAtIon MeChAnISM In 
CoMMAnD AgentS
The block schematic of team structure is given in fig. 6.
sub-team to team (upwards) and from team to sub-team (down 
words). In the former case, the capability is provided within 
Teams to combine the propagated sub-team beliefs within the 
team for effective decision making at each level of command 
and control hierarchy. Sophisticated team behaviours of the 
command agent teams can be implemented by the use of Team 
beliefs in conjunction with the Team coordination statements.
Similarly, the platoon acts as role tenderer, as it also 
requires four roles to be performed by four different section 
teams.
The platoon team requires one sub-teams able to perform 
the SectionRole1 role, another sub-team able to perform the 
SectionRole2, one sub-teams able to perform the SectionRole3 
role and one sub team to perform SectionRole4 role (HQtr Role ). 
furthermore, the platoon team is declared to be a performer 
of the platoonRole Role, which would be a role required by 
company team.
The Role tendering platoon team (pLATOOn_1) requires 
four Roles as SectionRole1, SectionRole2, SectionRole3, 
SectionRole4 referenced by sec1, sec2, sec3 and plhqr (platoon 
Head Quarter).
each platoon team has a belief ‘platoon Status’, which 
is (as shown in fig. 10) updated every time when the belief 
‘Status’ of any of its sub ordinate teams namely sections is 
changes. every Section has a private belief ‘Status’, which 
when updated is reflected to its platoon team. Section role 
performed by section team has ‘Synthesize Status’ declaration 
figure 7. Belief propagation mechanism for command agent.
figure 8.  Belief propagation mechanism for command agent in military command 
hierarchy.
figure 6. Command team structure for modelling infantry 
scenario.
Belief propagation mechanism in command agents for 
section-platoon-coy:
In figures 7 and 8, belief propagation mechanism for 
command agent describes the relationships between teams. 
Platoon-team’s role is to process the raw information, to 
gain an adequate level of situation awareness (orientate) 
and consequently inform its company-team agent the status 
(location, morale, enemy detection, minefield 
status, casualty) of both friendly and opposition 
forces.
In illustrative tactical scenario (fig. 9), 
when platoon team belief (synthesised from 
its subordinates Section Teams) about one of 
its leading subordinate team (Section Team) is 
encountered minefield, platoon team changes its 
current moving formation by directing other two 
subordinate teams (following Section Teams) 
to align in single rod formation in order to have 
less casualty.
Team agents communicates with other 
agent via the normal message/event passing 
in agent-oriented programming. Teams also 
provides a capability for the propagation of team 
beliefs. This belief propagation can be both from 
Command and control
Intelligence (Belief propagation)
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in its definition. platoon team has connection method in its 
belief ‘platoon Status’, through which the belief of its sub 
ordinate teams are gathered. The synthesize method in platoon 
status does aggregation on gathered belief of its subordinates 
to arrive at final platoon belief. for example, the synthesise 
method will perform average of section team locations to give 
final location of platoon centre. 
The role performer platoon team SEC_1, SEC_2 and 
SeC_3 and SeC_10 are acting as role filler for roles required 
by platoon team (pLATOOn_1) namely sec1,sec2, sec3 and 
plhqr. The following section describes details of team 
belief propagation mechanism in command and control 
hierarchy.
6.1 Illustrative Scenario
Scenario 1: Command Agent Belief about Minefield 
crossing by soldiers
This example scenario depicts the decision phase of 
platoon command agents, when its sections are crossing the 
enemy mine fields. Initially the section has belief that none 
of its soldiers has crossed the minefield (Table 2). But during 
the course of time, if any soldiers encounters the minefield, 
it informs its respective section about mine filed crossing 
status. The section then reorients its soldiers position to 
arrange in rod formation so as to get less casualty further 
in battlefields. The section also informs its platoon team 
commander about its mine filed cross status. The platoon 
commander then updates (Table 3) its belief about section 
minefield cross section. The changed minefield status of the 
platoon triggers an event to other section, which eventually 
change their formation to rod so as to minimize causality.
platoons team synthesize its belief 
‘platoonSectionsMinefieldCrossBelief’ about the section 
mine cross status Info from section team status. The 
section team propagates its mine cross status to its platoon 
command team constantly. The updated belief of platoon 
team ‘platoonSectionsMinefieldCrossBelief’ triggers an 
event ‘ChangeSectionformationevent’, which is handled by 
its platoon team itself by plan ‘ChangeSectionformplan’. 
This plan ‘ChangeSectionformplan’ further posts the 
figure 10. Belief propagation mechanism in command teams.
Figure 9. Platoon crossing a enemy minefield.
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‘formationChangeeventToSection’ event to its subordinate 
section team. The section team in turn handles this 
event by plan ‘formationChangeplan’ and posts event 
‘formationChangeeventToSoldier’ to its soldier agents , which 
handles this event by plan ‘SoldierformationChangeplan’, 
which is responsible for allignig the soldier in rod formation.
each platoon has following belief structure, which stores 
the minefield belief crossing status of its three sections as;
Belief platoonSectionsMinefieldCrossBelief extends 
Openworld
{
Value field int section1_pre_status;
Value field int section2_pre_status;
Value field int section3_pre_status;
Value field int section1_cur_status;
Value field int section2_cur_status;
Value field int section3_cur_status;
post event ChangeformationtoRodeventev;
;
}
platoonSectionsMinefieldCrossBeliefhas value in its Tuple:
table 2. Mine cross old belief
section1
_pre 
_status
 section2
 _pre 
_status
section3
_pre 
_status
section1
_cur 
_status
section2
_cur 
_status
section3 
_cur 
_status
0 0 0 0 0 0
If section1 crosses the minefield then the
platoon belief ‘platoonSectionsMinefieldCrossBelief’ is 
updated to:
table 3. Current mine cross belief
section1
_pre_
status
 section2
 _pre_
status
section3
_pre_
status
section1
_cur_
status
section2
_cur_
status
section3_
cur_
status
0 0 0 1 0 0
In platoonSectionsMinefieldCrossBelief belief structure 
there is a callback, which is triggered as soon as a new belief 
about minefield is updated by any of its sections.
In this callback following condition triggers/posts the 
event to platoon, which in turn directs other sections to change 
their formation to rod
#post eventChangeformationev;
If(section1_pre_status== 0 and section2_pre_status==0 and 
section3_pre_status ==0 and section1_pre_status==1 and section2_
pre_status==0 and section3_pre_status==0)
{
// event ev handled by other sections to change their formation 
to rod 
post(ev.Changeformation());
}
In next iteration, the belief tuple of platoon is updated to:
table 4. updated mine cross belief
section1
_pre 
_status
section2
_pre 
_status
section3
_pre 
_status
section1
_cur 
_status
section2
_cur 
_status
section3 
_cur 
_status
1 0 0 1 0 0
Since the belief is again changed, but the above condition 
does not hold, so no event will be fired.
Scenario 2: Request for Arty Fire support 
There is a firebase group with major weapons (MMg/
LMg/Artygun) situated outside the minefield but near to 
enemy area. This fire base group fires at enemy, while the three 
sections are crossing the minefield. When one of the sections 
(assault role) encounters the mine field, it requests the platoon 
commander to give arty fire support from fire base. When any 
section of platoon crosses, minefield, the platoon’s mine cross 
beliefin ‘platoonLevelStatusInfo’ is changed. This belief is 
read by platoon plan ‘platoon Level Sec Mine Cross plan’ , 
This plan triggers the event ‘Arty fire event’ handled by ‘Arty 
fire plan’ of firebase team . 
This support fire action of the support section continues 
until the enemy is suppresses from further firing or the support 
section suffers heavy causality. The assault section crosses the 
minefield, it request platoon commander to stop the arty firing 
and also issues order to support section to stop engaging the 
enemy ambush section further.
7.  ConCluSIonS
The issue and challenge faced by military commanders 
for combat entities are continuously changing battlefield 
environment based on enemy reaction, interaction and 
coordinating with friendly forces, reporting action to higher 
command entities under military hierarchy. The agent oriented 
paradigm has the ability to model complex problem through 
decomposition, team coordination under command and 
control hierarchy. Agent technology provides a mechanism 
for modelling tactical behaviour of combat entities at all level 
of hierarchy. Higher level entities will be able to synthesize 
their beliefs derived from the lower level sub ordinates entities. 
Belief from lower level entities (CA), that is status of enemy 
detection, weapon engagements, casualty and health, location, 
fuel, ammunition expenditure of sub ordinate entity are 
propagated to upper level entities (CA), to help effective decision 
making under continuously changing battlefield conditions. 
The command agents can model military commander decision 
making skill (using belief propagation mechanism), as well as 
represent the tactical team behaviour among friendly entities, 
under command and control hierarchy.
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